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Abstract 
In recent years we have seen an increasing interest in interactive data exploration and              

visualization applications due to the large volume and heterogeneity of data. Users typically             
interact with these applications through interface components following a trial-and-error          
approach, where they submit different queries and based on the results, they refine these              
queries further. As a consequence, such applications call for a progressive processing            
paradigm, where periodical feedback is returned to the user, instead of the traditional execution              
model, where a complete answer needs to be computed. 

Data from a quite recent user study [1] on interactive visualization applications show that              
although real-time interactions pose performance challenges to underlying database systems,          
the queries generated by many of these interactions present significant similarities. The reason             
for this is that these queries are usually the result of a steering action on a running query                  
through mechanisms like sliders, panning, adding attributes etc, creating in this way a modified              
version of the running query. Typical RDBMSes treat queries independently. Recycling of            
intermediate results, as proposed in previous work [2], mainly targets traditional query            
processing and assumes reusing of well-defined state or complete results. We examine the             
sharing of incomplete state/results between relevant queries in the context of the progressive             
processing paradigm, in order to evaluate such queries more efficiently avoiding redundant            
work. Two questions that naturally arise are the handling of incomplete state/results when an              
interruption happens during query execution, as well as how to communicate query            
modifications to the system. For the former we propose evaluation strategies that map each              
query modification to a reusable state between the initial and the altered version of a query, and                 
change the query plan accordingly to take the reusable state into account. For the latter we                
elaborate on the idea of the ALTER QUERY command discussed in [3] and design a SQL                
extension as a means to communicate modifications on specific parts of a query to the RDBMS. 

Preliminary experimental results on specific query modifications and evaluation         
strategies demonstrate considerable performance gains. 
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